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Synopsis Episode 1 to 13

EPISODE 01

: LOST IN SPACE.

Hans got a new mission from General Jay. He must now teach kids from space cadet program. He got three cadet
Raju, Jun and Lee. While they are on a tour at the space station, Lee push a button that launc h the space ship into
space. Hans and his cadet was trap on an unknown planet. The ship is damage and they cannot return to earth.
Hans and his cadet must learn to adapt to their new home.

EPISODE 02

: BABA, BALI AND BALA.

Babamon received and order to kidnap some human from earth for their leader collection and research purpose.
Baba and his right hand man Bali is shock when they were told that they have to bring Balamon, their leaders’ son.
On the way to earth the stumbles into another ship and crash into the same planet as Hans and his cadets. After
their crash Babamon decided to look around the planet and happy when he spotted Hans and his cadets. Now they
don’t have to worry to go to earth as there’s human in the planet.
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EPISODE 03

: ONE MOMENT IN TIME

Hans is worried of their situation in the unknown planet but as an experienced astronaut he tries to act calm about it.
The cadets are happy to be in the planet. Suddenly Baba appears and causes panic. But Baba pretends to befriend
them. It seems that Baba and Hans have met before this during the galaxy war. Baba and Hans talks about their
experiences during the galaxy war. Baba returns to his ship and plan his strategy to kidnap the cadets. In the
morning Hans wake up to s surprise when he notices that all the cadets are gone.

EPISODE 04

: OB - 3000.

Hans search for Baba. Hans battle with Baba and Bali while Bala keep an eye on the cadets. Bala sympathy with the
cadets and let them go. At the same time a robot send by General JJ arrive at the planet in a rescue mission. The
ship system fail to recognize the gravity scale of the planet thus crash on the planet. In the chaos when the ship fell
from the sky, Hans and his cadets managed to escape. OB the robot has a slight damage cause by the crash. It fails
to recognized Hans and his cadets and attacks all of them. Hans managed to shut OB off and Raju turn out to be a
robotic expert and managed to repair OB. But they are all disappointed to hear that the robot capability is now
reduced to minimum and he can’t guide them back to earth.
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EPISODE 05

: THE WAR

Hans received orders to attack Baba and his friends. General JJ is excited to have new alien species for their
research thus make a name for him self on earth. Hans and Baba face another battle. Jun was caught by Bala and in
turn out to be Bala have a crush on Jun. Raju got accidentally injured during the battle. Hans and his cadets stop
their attack and went back to their ship. Baba is furious with Bala for letting Jun go.

EPISODE 06

: THE SMARTEST ONE

Lee, Jun, Raju, Bala and Bali spend their time together at a secluded place away from Hans and Baba. They laugh
at Raju with his clumsiness . They said that humans surely proves to be less intelligent than them. Lee challenge
them on a battle of IQ. Bali and Bala accepted the challenge. Hans and Baba approved their wish and take it as a
prove that their species is the more intteligent . Jun is offended by Hans remark during their training. Baba plan to
catch all the human during the contest. But Jun is not there , so while Hans and others were captured , Jun come to
the resue and release Hans and the others with Bala’s help. Baba is furious with Bala and Bali for letting them go .
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EPISODE 07

: THE TEST

Captain Hans plan a survival test for his cadets. The cadet must faced various obstacles in the survival route. Baba
and the others saw the incidents and thought that Hans is torturing his cadets. They feel sorry fo rthe cadet and plan
to save them . They kidnap Hans and force him to tell them about the cadets and where he held them. Hans try to
explain that it is only a survival test but they didn’y believe him. Hans was tied up in the hot sun. Raju and the others
came back because they forget to bring extra water. Baba and others apologised for their accusations.

EPISODE 08

: THE TRUCE

Lee, Jun and Raju starts to miss their home. Baba, Bali and Bala also feels the same. Baba, Bali and Bala want to
return back to their planet but their leader Nagamon declined. I they really want to return they must captured the
humans. To return home Baba, Bali and Bala launch new attack towards the humans. The aliens catch Lee while
Hans catch Bala. Baba and Bali is scold by Naga as Bala his son was captured by human. After negociation baba
agree to let Lee go as a change for Bala.
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EPISODE 09

: BORDERLINE

Lee, Jun and Raju do some research on the giant footprint they found on the planet. Jun took soil and rock specimen
for their study. Jun later found out that Baba has underline the border between their territory and the humans in te
planet. Baba put their flag on the borderline. When baba and his friends heard about the theory about the giant
footprint they start to rethink their border as they need the humans help in case the giant attack them. Hans and his
cadets are happy that the border line is no longer exist .

EPISODE 10

: GIANT VS MONSTER

Lee, Jun and Raju play hide and seek. Lee and Raju cannot find Jun. Suddenly they heard a strange and scary
sound calling Jun’s name. The three of them panic. Baba try to contact Naga but fail. Hans, Lee, Jun and Raju are
also worried that the giant is near to them. They join forces with the aliens to find the giant or monster. They try to
locate where the sound come from but fail . the sound seems to be louder and louder and cause more fear. Ob 300
later find out that it is only the sound of the wind blowing through two big rocks .
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EPISODE 11

: TELEMATCH

Lee, Jun and Raju was challeged into a telematch by Baba , Bali and bala. The play game such as the rattan ball ,
the spinner and others. The cadets chose to play according to the rules but Baba and his friends proves to be sore
loser.

EPISODE 12

: VIRUS

Strong and strange wind blows around the planet . Ob confirm that the wind brings a deadly virus with it but cannot
confirm it . One by one is infected by the virus. OB managed to find a cure but Raju finish all the remedy leaving
nothing left for Baba and his friends. Baba and his friends shows the worst symtom of the virus . Finnaly the wind
stop and Hasn is right that the wind will carry the virus along with it . Baba and his friends suddenly feels better and
cured.
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EPISODE 13

: BLINKING LIGHTS

Hans and his cadets spot blinking lights from The Diamond hills. Hans and his cadets search for it. Baba knows
about the diamond hill and its secret. The diamond can act as a useful source of energy . The diamond can be turn
into laser rays which is dangerous for the whole universe. Hans later found a cable that connects the diamond hill to
Baba’s station thus explaining their source of power. Hans decided to cut the cable. This angered Baba and he later
declared war with the humans.
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